Since it is possible for a Π b (l + G) to exist and not be zero when G is unbounded and 1 -J-G. is not bounded away from zero, the conditions under which products of the form I /7Γ[1 + G(x q -u Xq)] I are bounded or bounded away from zero for suitable subdivisions {x q }% of [a, b] are important in many theorems concerning product integrals. Conditions are obtained for such bounds to exist for products of the form 77(1 + FG) and 77(1 + F + G), where F and G are functions from R x R to R. Further, these results are used to obtain an existence theorem for product integrals.
All integrals and definitions are of the subdivision-refinement type, and functions are from the subset {(x, y):x<y} of R x R to R, where R represents the set of real numbers. If D -{x q }% is a subdivision of [a, δ] and G is a function, then D(I) = {[x q -l9 x q ]}l and G g = G{x q -U x q ). The statements that G is bounded, GeOP°,GeOQ° and G 6 OB° on [α, 6] 
\Π 8 r (l + G q )\ > B for 1 ^ r ^ s ^ n 9 and (4) ^( /) |G|<5, respectively. The notation {αv}? (9) represents a subdivision of an interval [x q -l9 x q ] defined by a subdivision {x q }% If G is a function, then G e & on [α, δ] only if lim,.,^ + G(x, y) and lim β ,^p -G(x, y) exist and are zero for p e [α, 6] , and GeS 2 on [α, 6] only if lim^p + G(p, x) and lim^j, -G(x, p) exist for p e [a, 6] . Further, G 6 OA° on [α, δ] [α, δ] such that (1) ifl<;<7<=;w and x q _ x < x < y < x q , then G e OQ° on [OJ, J/], and (2) if 1 ^ q ^ n, then either G e 05° on [α^, x q ] or G -1 e OJ5°o n [aj ff _ lf «J, respectively. The statement that G is almost bounded above by β (or, almost bounded below by β) on [α, δ] means there exists a positive integer N such that if D is a subdivision of [α, δ] and % e H only if u e D(I) and G(^) > £ (or, G(u) < /3) then H has less than JV elements. Consult B. W. Helton [2] and J. S. MacNerney [4] for 377 additional details. THEOREM 
If G is a function, then the following are equivalent:
(1) GeOB° on [a, 6] , and (2) if FeOP° on [a, b] , then F + GeOP° on [a,b] .
Proof (2 -1) . Let F be the function such that F(x,y) = 0 if G(x, y)^0
and F(x, y) = -2 if G(x, y) < 0. Hence, if J is a subdivision of [a, b] , then which can be bounded only if G e OB°.
Proof (1 -»2). Suppose FeOP°.
There exist positive numbers 5 and C with 5 > 1, a positive integer i and a subdivision D of [α, &] Hence, (1) GeOP° on [a, b] , and
Proof. Theorem 1 establishes that (1) implies (2) . Further, (2) implies (1) since F = 0 belongs to OB°.
B. W. Helton has shown if G is a function from S x S to N such that CfeOA° and GeOB°, then GeOM°, where S represents a linearly ordered set and N represents a ring which has a multiplicative identity element denoted by 1 and has a norm | | with respect to which N is complete and |1| = 1 [2, [a, b] such that if z q _ γ <; x < y ^ z q and H is a subdivision of [x, y] , then
Proof. Suppose F and G are functions such that 
We now make the additional suppositions that Fe S 2 and G e S 2 on [α, 6]. There exists a subdivision [α, 6] . Suppose 1 ^ g ^ 3%, 2g_i ^ a? < y ^ ^g and H is a subdivision of [x, y\. If either ^f f-1 < x < y < z q or neither z^ nor z q is in 2)^ then
If z q e Ό γ and y -z q1 the necessary inequality follows in a similar manner. Therefore, D 2 is the desired subdivision. (4) 11 -/7 H(Z) (1 + F) |< ε/55 and 11 -/7 H(I) (1 + F + G) |< ε/5B for 1 ^ q ^ ^, α? g _! < x < y < # g and H a subdivision of [x, y] . Further, it also follows from Lemma 2.1 that there exists a sub- 
Indication of proof.
Since FΞO is in 05°, (2) implies (1). Further, it follows from Theorem 3 that (1) implies (2). Proof. Since it follows from Theorem 3 that (1) implies (2), we need only show that (2) implies (1) . The function \G\ is almost bounded above on [α, b] by 1/2. If this is not so, then a contradiction follows by considering the function F such that Proof. It follows readily that (4) implies (1) . Further, it follows that (4) implies (2) and (3) by using Theorems 1 and 3, respectively.
If G(x, y) as x,y~* p~, G(x, y) as x,y-+p + , G(x, p) as x -> p~ and G(p, x) as x->p
+ are bounded for each pe [a, 6] , then it follows from the covering theorem that G is bounded on [α, 6] . If one or more of these bounds fail to exist for some pe [a,b] , then there exists a sequence {(y q , z q )}? of distinct subintervals of [a, b] (1) and (2) (2) no interval in C(i + 1) has an end point which is also the end point of an interval in C(q), q -1, 2, , i, (3 ) if (x, y) e C(ί), then G(x, y) < 1/3, and (4) Σ c{i) \G\>i. Let C= UΓ D(i), and let F be the function on [a, b] FeOP° on [α, 6] . However, [1 + F(u, v)G(u, v) 
) F(r, x) ~ ~1 if r ~ v and r < x, and (d ) F(x, s) = -1 iί s -u and a? < s, and F(x,y) -0 otherwise. Thus,
Hence, since G is bounded and {Σ c{i) \G\}T is unbounded, FG&OP°. This is a contradiction, and therefore, GeOB° on [α, 6].
LEMMA 5,2. If G is a function such that (1) G is almost bounded below by 1/10 on [a, b] , and ( 2) if Fe OP° on [a, b] , then FG e OP° on [a, 6] , then G -leOJ5° on [a, b] .
Proof. Suppose G-l£OB° on [α, 6] . It follows from Theorem 4 that G is bounded on [α, &] . There exists a set {C(i)}Γ satisfying conditions (1) and (2) (5) is true, then [1 + F(u, v)G(u, v) 
and if (6) is true, then [1 + F(u, v)G(u, v) 
Hence, since G is bounded and {2^, | G -1 | }Γ is unbounded, FG 0θP°. This is a contradiction, and therefore, G -leO2?° on [α, 6]. Proof (1 ->2 (1) GeOP° on [a, b] , and (2) if Fe OB* on [a, b] , ίΛen FGeOP° on [a, b] .
Indication of proof. It follows that (1) implies (2) by using Theorem 5 and that (2) implies (1) 
Let F be the function such that (1) F(u) = -2 if u 6 H, and G(w) < 5/12 or 7/12 < G(u) ^ 1, (2) F(u) = -3 if u e H, and 5/12 ^ G(w) ^ 7/12, and (3) F(x, y) = 0 otherwise. Since FeOQ° and 1 + FG is bounded away from zero, FGeOQ 0 . However, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that FG&OQ°. This is a contradiction, and therefore, G 1 -leOB°.
Suppose G [1 + F(u, v)G(u, v) 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that FG&OQ°. This is a contradiction, and therefore, G 2 [a,b] .
Proof (2 -> 1) . If a ^ a < b, then there exists a number /3 such that a < β ^ δ and either G e OB° on [a, /9] or G -1 e OB° on [a, β\. If this is false, then it follows from Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 that there exist sequences {s p }? and {rjr and a set H defined as in Theorem 5. Let Fbe a function on [α, δ] such that if (u, v) and (v, s) The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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